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GREENPEACE, THE STORY
ENGLISH VERSION 52’
10 :00:12:05 Narrator (FEMALE)
The story is less than 50 years old. It's about a planet that must be saved…
10 :00:21:00 Kumi Naidoo
That world is an unpeaceful world, it's an unjust world, it’s an unsafe world.
Is it naïve to say that we need to build a clean, green world?
10 :00:33:10 Narrator (FEMALE)
Greenpeace has been in the forefront of the ecological fight for the last 40 years and
become one of the loudest and most feared voices of this threatened world…
Although powerful now, at the start it was just a small group of people with long hair…
10 :00:48:01 Brian Fitzgerald
We started out as a bunch of hippies, you know? And we were a bunch of hippies for a long
time!
10 :00:59:14 Narrator (FEMALE)
From the beginning, they adopted a method.
10 :01:03:21 Bruno Rebelle
Greenpeace action isn't to put up a banner and to say, "Look at the logo." It's to say, "Look
what's happening here. You haven't seen it up till now."
10 :01:13:00 Narrator (FEMALE)
Direct action and shocking images... This method was key to their success.
10 :01 :23 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
Greenpeace has had an exceptional destiny.
Its story has followed the progress in the ecology movement… and the crises… But the
initial inspiration remains.
10 :01:37:00 Robert Stowe. Fils d’Irving Stowe
My mother used to joke about the"chutzpah" of believing that 3 or 4 people sitting around the
kitchen table could change the world, and yet we did change the world.
10 :01:56:12 Narrator (FEMALE)
At the beginning of the 1970s, the world was divided by borders, walls and blocs - the
Communist bloc in the East and the capitalist bloc in the West.
The planet was a sports ground where each bloc was running in the arms race and playing
at war using small countries as go-betweens. In Vietnam, the American army supported the
South against the Communist North. It was enmired in a bloody and unpopular conflict. To
escape this dirty war, many young Americans crossed the border into Canada.
Narrator (FEMALE)
Vancouver, a quiet city on the west coast, was shaken by the arrival of all these young
Americans, heroes of the counter-culture and of protest.
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10 :02:45:24 Rex Weyler
There was a very powerful peace movement in Vancouver, because so many peace activists
coming from the United States as well as Canadians pacifists' movement and Quakers. So
there was this mix …
10 :03:03:18 Barbara Stowe
Communist, anarchists, hippies... You could feel something in the air, something happening,
something percolating.
10 :03:12:03 Narrator (FEMALE)
The spark to ignite this powder keg came from the USA itself, when it announced that
nuclear testing would restart on an island off Alaska. These underground tests would be
carried out on
a seismic fault, with the risk of triggering an earthquake or a tsunami....
Because of its geographical position, Vancouver had front-row seats. The demonstrations
multiplied.
10 :03:37:01 Robert Stowe
They were there because they thought the nuclear arms race was insanity and it had to be
stopped.
10 :03:42:00 Bill Darnell
We were just pissed off, you know. I mean we were just, they are doing this. We're not gonna
let that happen. That’s crazy.
10 :03:52 : 00 Narrator (FEMALE)
A motley group was formed under the leadership of Irving Stowe, an American lawyer who
had become a Quaker, and Jim Bohlen, a former military engineer who had resigned.
Ecologists joined these militant pacifists and the association of the two strands led to the
creation of a new movement...
10 :04:13:08 Bill Darnell
There are sort of two places Greenpeace was born. One was the Stowes' household, and the
other is the basement of the Unitarian Church.
And at the end of the meeting, Irving Stowe would always say "peace". And at the end of one
of those meetings, I said, you know, we should make that a Green Peace.
10 :04:27:07 Robert Stowe
Which I remember thinking was ridiculous at the time, didn't make any sense to me.
10 :04:32:10 Barbara Stowe
The next day, Bill said my father called him up and said, "I can't stop thinking about what you
said. The environment and the peace movement, this puts them together.
10 :04:43:08 Bill Darnell
At the following meeting, he came back and said "That’s it, that’s what we should use, that's
gonna be the name of the organisation now."
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10 :04:52:05 Narrator (FEMALE)
Greenpeace was born, and at that time it didn't scare anyone.
Stopping the American nuclear tests on Amchitka seemed rather an ambitious project.
10 :05:05:00 Robert Stowe
We were trying to figure out how could we bring the attention of the media because we
realized that without grabbing the media, you know, we were just a handful of people, at that
point. We had no resources.
10 :05:18:14 Narrator (FEMALE)
They decided to charter a ship to go to the area. But who would be crazy enough to take on
a bunch of hippies and sail to the waters off Alaska?
10 :05:26:22 Bill Darnell
And eventually they found John Cormack and his boat the Phyllis Cormack, and we needed
10,000 dollars for the charter fee. You can’t do that selling buttons.
10 :05:37:08 Narrator (FEMALE)
A benefit concert was organised, gathering an audience of 10,000 people. It raised
sufficient fund to charter the ship. The Phyllis Cormack was in fact an old fishing vessel
and not really suited to this adventure. But this was the age of optimism.
The project hit the headlines, and a new face appeared on our TV screens.
10 :06:04:00 Bob Hunter
It's just such madness that it's almost a logical area to attack because two different kinds of
madness have come together there. There's the Cold War madness and there's the "let's
pollute, it doesn't matter, the main thing is to make a buck" and that madness is there too, so
you're attacking both of them.
10 :06:24:07 Narrator (FEMALE)
In September 1971, the Phyllis Cormack set sail to challenge the might of America. 12
people were on board, they weren't entirely aware of the real dangers, nor were they sure of
the final outcome. But from this first voyage, the founding principles of Greenpeace were
defined. The first was based on a concept from the Quaker religion.
10 :06:46:00 Dorothy Metcalf
Irving Stowe comes from the Quaker tradition and in that tradition, one bears witness to
events. And if that's all you can do, one has done something VERY important.
10 :07:00:00 Robert Stowe
The key word, or the buzz word, was "to bear witness". And the idea's that by performing
some action to oppose an action by a government that you felt was unethical, immoral, by
putting yourself on the line, whether it be risking jail or even death, it really grabbed people's
attention.
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10 :07:27:00 Narrator (FEMALE)
To bear witness to something that is being hidden from us. And to use the media for that
purpose. That's the second principle of Greenpeace. On board the Phyllis Cormack were
several journalists. Ben Metcalfe reported on the adventure for Radio Canada, Bob Hunter
wrote for the Vancouver Sun. He was an exceptional person and went on to become the
first President of Greenpeace.
10 :07:54:00 Rex Weyler
Bob Hunter had the ability to inspire people and this was very important. He was a natural
leader.
10 :08:02:00 Anne Digwall.
He was very much the philosopher of the organisation but he was definitely, you know, a real
visionary for the environmental movement, I think, as a whole.
10 :08:13:06 Narrator (FEMALE)
Hunter filed his column every day. His aim was to maintain public interest in this
improbable voyage.
10 :08:21:00 Rex Weyler
We brought the media with us on our campaigns. We actually became our own media if we
had to.
10 :08:27:16 Ben Metcalf
This is Ben Metcalfe aboard The Greenpeace, reporting to Radio News. The Greenpeace has
now been out nearly a month on its voyage of protest against the US hydrogen bomb test in
Amchitka.
10 :08:39:00 Robert Stowe
I remember the transmissions from The Greenpeace being electrifying, Ben Metcalfe's voice
crackling, you know, with the static. Sometimes it was almost hard to make out and you could
hear the waves in the background.
10 :08:46:16 Ben Metcalf
…And getting a broader knowledge of the land where the tests will take place in the dusk.
The purpose of The Greenpeace is to act as the…
10 :08:56:00 Narrator (FEMALE)
Ashore, there was a whole organisation sending out the news coming from the ship.
10 :09:01 :00 Dorothy Metcalf
This is Dorothy Metcalfe of The Greenpeace ashore. Yes. One moment, please, I'll start our
recorder.
10 :9:10:00 Dorothy Metcalf
I designed my own job, knowing how news moves, what the media needs, and I made a list of
all the radio stations in Vancouver plus the news agencies, both national and international.
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10 :09:25:00 Robert Stowe
The beauty, or the brilliance, if you will, of Greenpeace is that it has taken the idea of bearing
witness, and used it to capture the eyes of the media.

10 :09:41:04 Narrator (FEMALE)
But the Americans postponed the date of the nuclear test… Doubts started to emerge…
10 :09:48:00 Bill Darnell
Should we go on? Should we go back? What's the weather gonna be like? Can we survive out
there? You know, how's this gonna play in the media? What's the important thing for the
world to know?
10 :10:01:00 Narrator (FEMALE)
In the Gulf of Alaska, the sea became rougher as the storms broke.
Narrator (FEMALE)
Following another postponement, after a voyage of over a month, the crew decided to
return home by a majority of 7 votes to 5.
10 :10:16:00 Robert Stowe
They had to turn back because this fishing trawler could not have made it.
10 :10:21:00 Bill Darnell
We were disappointed, we were angry, there was a lot of shouting, we talked about it
interminably.
10 :10:37:00 Narrator (FEMALE)
They returned to port after 45 days at sea. Behind the smiles, there was bitterness, the
feeling of failure. Jim Bohlen even suggested dissolving the movement… Bob Hunter
dissuaded him. They had succeeded in creating a media event: the Greenpeace method had
been defined. And they were soon proved right. The USA did indeed detonate their bomb in
November 1971. It was supposed to be followed by five more tests... But Nixon decided to
stop the campaign.
Narrator (FEMALE)
Greenpeace's fight was to continue… It didn't focus only on the American neighbour, but
the world in its entirety. Ecology looks at the Earth as a whole, a world without borders.
That was another of Greenpeace's founding principles, and completely new at the time.
10 :11:36:00 Dorothy Metcalf
Not long after that, the French announced that they would be doing atmospheric testing in the
South Pacific and that kind of rang the alarm bell for the Greenpeace group. What's to be
done? And Ben Metcalfe said, "Now is the time, I will call the Wellington Post and tell them
we need a boat and we need a captain."
Dorothy Metcalf
Almost overnight, there was a reply.
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10 :12:08:00 Narrator (FEMALE)
David McTaggart answered the call. Looking a bit like a pirate, the Canadian businessman
was enjoying a peaceful early retirement, at the age of 40, on his yacht in New Zealand.

10 :12:21:00 Brian Fitzgerald
He saw the map, this prohibited zone, around the Atoll of Mururoa, in international waters
where a government was saying "You can't go as a sailor." That just made him angry. It just
made him angry. It offended his sense of liberty so that is actually what drove him to say
"Yep, I'll take on this mission." He actually sailed this tiny little boat into this nuclear
weapons test zone, not knowing if the bomb was going to go off or not, and challenged one of
the biggest military forces on the planet.
Narrator (FEMALE)
McTaggart reached the Mururoa Atoll after sailing 4,700 kilometres.
10 :13:18:00 Narrator (FEMALE)
He had only just entered the forbidden zone when a naval unit boarded the yacht. Contrary
to statements by the French army, McTaggart was badly beaten, injuring his eye. These
photos taken by a crew member were widely disseminated. They made McTaggart famous
around the world.
Narrator (FEMALE)
The French military had thought that the remoteness of Mururoa Atoll would protect them
from international media attention. They were wrong. Silence reigned no more over the
Pacific atoll.
Narrator (FEMALE)
One year later, France decided to stop atmospheric nuclear testing.
Narrator (FEMALE)
Between pacifism and Cold War, the UN organised that year in Stockholm an Earth
Summit, the first of that name. Delegates from about a hundred countries debated
pollution... this massive pollution caused by post-war industrialisation. Under the slogan
"Only One Earth", the concept of pollution "beyond borders" emerged. It was the central
idea of the environmental movement, going against the world's paranoid ideas at the time
10 :14:41:00 Narrator (FEMALE)
On the other hand, in the counter-culture, for the groups of young pacifists who set up
camp just outside Stockholm, the idea of borders was already out of date. That was the idea
of the Greenpeace founders. All they needed was to bring it to life, for the environment
wasn't yet front-page news.
10 :15:02:00 Rex Weyler
There were people within the group who felt we should stay focussed on nuclear weapons but
there was this bigger ecology issue that we wanted to address.
10 :15:11:00 Anne Dingwall
One of our objectives, probably one of our main objectives in that time, was to make
environment an issue.
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10 :15:16:00 Rex Weyler
We wanted to do something large on a grand scale that the whole world could see, and to start
an ecology movement, and this is why we ended up deciding to do the whale campaign.
10 :15:29:00 Brian Fitzgerald
Bob, in particular, saw it as a huge opportunity for what he calls "the mind bomb".
10 :15:36:00 Rex Weyler
The whales could be a symbol for ecology and for wilderness.

10 :15:48:20 Narrator (FEMALE)
Since the 19th century whales had been mercilessly slaughtered. In spite of repeated
appeals for a moratorium on hunting, the whaling nations, led by Japan, Russia, Iceland
and Norway, continued the massacre and killed up to 100,000 whales each year.
10 :16 :10 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
A subscription provided funding for the expedition and the Phyllis Cormack set sail again,
this time with thousands of people to see it off.
10:16:24:14 Song in English to transcribe
Oh, The Greenpeace is a-sailing, they're crazy as hell. They be riding the big ocean in a
hollowed-out shell. They'll probably get seasick or they'll probably go blind. They're probably
on drugs or at least out of their mind. What is a whale but a big hunk of flesh? Let's poke 'em,
stab 'em and steal his breath.
10 :16:41:00 Narrator (FEMALE)
Greenpeace wasn't yet a well-known organisation, but the crew was already becoming
international.
10 :16 :52 :00 Archives- MALE
We have two things. One of them is that we'd like to point out to everybody that we're not just
a Canadian boat with a Canadian crew, that we are in fact an international crew flying under a
United Nations flag. We have people here from all over the world who can speak a bunch of
different languages, and one of the languages we're learning to speak here is "whale".
10 :17 :15 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
It took two months of hunting before the Soviet whaling ships were finally spotted. There
were three ships in the fleet: one factory ship and two harpoon ships.
10 :17 :30 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
It was time to launch the inflatable zodiacs. The zodiac, a new ingredient, completed the
Greenpeace method.
17:39:00 Rex Weyler
It's a floating slaughterhouse for whales. Terrible. Its stench is horrible. There's a big pipe
coming out of the side of this boat, blood is just pouring out of this pipe, and the smell, you
can smell it from a long way away. It looked like a death scene.
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10 :17:57:19 Narrator (FEMALE)
Greenpeace's idea was simple: to get between the whale and the harpooner, to prevent the
latter from firing.
10 :18:12:00 Paul Watson
Yeah, every time the harpooner got too good a shot, I would manoeuvre the boat to block
him, and this was working really good, and I looked at Bob and I said, "this is great" and
everything. And then the captain on the Russian whaling boat came down the catwalk and he
screamed into the ear of the harpooner and then he looked at us and he went like that.

10 :18:32:10 Rex Weyler
And I'm thinking, he's not gonna shoot but he's…I can see he's turning the harpoon like this,
and it looks to me like maybe he's gonna do it, he's going to do it…
And he does. Boom. We hear the explosion.
And there's this cable attached, and the cable comes… right down beside their boat.
It could have killed them, easily killed them…
We were telling the story for the world media.
We had to have the photographs, had to have the images on film because if we just went back
and told the story, it wasn't good enough.
10 :19:18:00 Brian Fitzgerald
A boat, in front of a harpoon, to save a whale. And that simple image just declared, you know,
in a single shot, you got it. You know, are you with the harpooner, are you with the whale?
Which side are you on?
And it drew a black and white line between two possibilities and forced you to choose.
Bringing people to the scene of the crime and then confronting them with the choice. What do
you want to do with this? What's your opinion?
That issue became a metaphor for what we were asking people to do.
I'm asking you to take action, I'm asking you to take a stand. I'm asking you to make a moral
choice between right and wrong, and do something about it.
10 :20:09:00 Narrator (FEMALE)
The Greenpeace method would demonstrate its effectiveness with seal cubs. Hundreds of
thousands of these "whitecoats", as they're called in Canada, were being killed each year
for their fur, when Greenpeace decided to start campaigning in 1976.
10 :20:24:00 Rex Weyler
There were other people talking about ecology before Greenpeace but with Greenpeace, the
growth of ecology took off.
10 :20:34:20 Narrator (FEMALE)
The helicopter and the clothing demonstrate the change in status. The whale campaign had
generated an influx of donations. Greenpeace had money, Greenpeace could hit hard.

10 :20 :49 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
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The pictures were a condemnation in themselves. The shots of blood-stained ice went
around the world, putting a stop to fur imports.
10 :20 :59 :00 SUBTITLE
Base Camp o american ecologists
10 :20 :59 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
Greenpeace was gaining international renown.
Brigitte Bardot, a world-famous star at the time, came to support her Greenpeace "family".
10 :21:14:00 Brigitte Bardot
I am the same family. You want me like your sister ?
10 :21 :22 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
Orange overalls were now in fashion.
10 :21:26:00 Rex Weyler
We brought attention to ecology but we also brought attention to ourselves and so now
Greenpeace was famous. The main difficuty we had is that Greenpeace groups began to
spring up everywhere all over the world.
10 :21:39:00 Anne Dingwall
We'd get a letter with a stamp on it, saying, "Greetings from Greenpeace Boston", and
everybody would go, "Hey, yeah, we got Greenpeace in Boston!" So it was growth and it was
growth like mushrooms after the rain.
10 :21:53:00 Rémy Parmentier
It was a mess, let's be honest.
It was somewhat inevitable, because it was a time of absolutely extraordinary creativity.
10 :22:08:00 Narrator (FEMALE)
There was an old ship in the London docks that was about to be scrapped. The Sir William
Hardy became the Rainbow Warrior: a beautiful name for a ship that would meet a tragic
end. The name was suggested by Bob Hunter, who quietly withdrew to allow an old
acquaintance to take the helm in Greenpeace.
10 :22:29:00 Rex Weyler
Now we have to pull all this together and David McTaggart was central to this because David
had more experience than the rest. He had been a businessman, he had some experience in
organising people.
10 :22:43:00 Anne Dingwall
He was the one who pulled everybody together. And it was a very difficult thing to do and he
managed to succeed.
10 :22:57:00 Policeman
The answer is yes. You are under arrest.
David
Fine, we'll call you back in just a moment, please. Thanks very much… Now what?
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10 :23 :09 :00 Anne Dingwall
David's vision was that we could build an organisation that could address the issues that you
couldn't address nationally.
The trans-border and the international issues, that's where he saw the holes.
10 :23:24:07 Narrator (FEMALE)
The former businessman saw Greenpeace as a green multinational. He moved the
headquarters to Amsterdam. Financial independence was ensured by donations from the
constantly-growing membership of the organisation.
10 :23 :42 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
For McTaggart, who came into ecology via the Mururoa Atoll, nuclear testing remained a
priority. And the treatment of waste from nuclear power plants allowed Greenpeace to
reveal another scandal.
10 :23:57:20 Pierre Gleizes
None of the European states with a nuclear industry at the time bothered about the waste.
They chucked it overboard 500km off the coast of Spain.
10 :24:04:00 Brian Fitzgerald
This is, you know, hard to believe today. There were barrels of radioactive waste being
dumped overboard. 55 gallon drum. That's it. Radioactive waste!
10 :24 :15 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
It was happening in front of our noses, not far from the coast of Spain. No one saw it or
wanted to see it. After following the ships that were doing the dirty work, they brought out
the zodiacs… Then a strange sort of ballet started… It was all captured on film.
10 :24 :52 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
But it wasn't just a game.
10 :24 :57 :00 Pierre Gleizes
There was nearly a serious accident when two 800kg barrels, so 1,600kg of nuclear waste, fell
onto a zodiac. I must have had a premonition. I pressed the burst button and I got the whole
sequence with the barrels. The photo went all around the world and was published hundreds
of times. The connection between the action, the taking of the photo, and the result of the
campaign in less than 6 months was spectacular.
10 :25 :29 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
Six months later, the London Convention adopted a moratorium on the dumping of nuclear
waste at sea.
10 :25 :49 : 00 Narrator (FEMALE)
Increased funding meant that more sophisticated communication methods could be
explored, like this commercial made in 1982 by the photographer, David Bailey.
10 :26 :04 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
The nuclear industry was in their sights…
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10 :26 :10 :00 SUBTITLE
Nuclear Power.
Is it worth the risk ?
GreenPeace
10 :26 :25 :00 Pierre Gleizes
When you take on the global nuclear industry, it's not like a small local factory. There are
times when you say, "We're up against something quite big. Are we going to be able to make
things change?"
10 :26 :38 :00 Brian Fitzgerald
The tough part for our organisation is if you're going after a big target, whether it's a
corporation or a government. You either have to be so small that they don't think you're
worthy of attention, like a mosquito stabbing at them, or you have to be so big that they can't
take you on.
The really dangerous point was right in the middle.
10 :27 :00 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
In the summer of 1985, Greenpeace was sailing in this in-between area, neither too small
nor big enough, subject to every paranoia.
And when the Rainbow Warrior arrived in Auckland for another anti-nuclear campaign,
no one could have imagined that the elements of the drama were already in place.
10 :27 :22 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
During the night of 10 July, two explosions sank the organisation's flagship, causing the
death of the only member of Greenpeace to die in action, the photographer, Fernando
Pereira.
10 :27 :39 :00 Anna Dingwall
I think that was the day we grew up, that day when the Rainbow Warrior was sunk and
Fernando died. That would be the day we stopped being teenagers and became adults.
10 :27 :51 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
The trauma of becoming a target and knowing they had been infiltrated was enormous.
The CIA, the KGB, the British secret services… Everything seemed improbable, but
possible. In the end, the investigation proved that French secret services were responsible.
Greenpeace was in the firing line and had no choice but to grow up.
10 :28 :13 :00 2/01/1904 4:08:00 Anna Dingwall
That was a phenomenally difficult time. I mean, both because of what happened, and how it
changed the organisation.
10 :28 :22 :002/01/1904 4:16:00 Pierre Gleizes
It was the Ministry of Defence that changed Greenpeace into the world's leading
environmental protection organisation. From the end of 1985, cheques poured in to
Greenpeace like confetti.
10 :28 :34 :00 2/01/1904 4:28:00 Anna Dingwall
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And the supporters were joining at a phenomenal rate, and to be able to handle that absolutely
insane growth was actually very, very difficult.
10 :28 :50 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
In the end, Greenpeace overcame the trauma using its own weapons. It staged the sinking
of the Rainbow Warrior in Matauri Bay in New Zealand in front of the world's TV
cameras.
10 :29 :05 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
With over a million members, Greenpeace needed to remobilise around an ambitious
project.
10 :29 :14 :00 Anna Dingwall
There was so much money coming in, there was so much attention on the organisation that we
had to be really, really conscious to stick to what we do.
10 :29 :27 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
Greenpeace threw itself into a slightly crazy project to save Antarctica. The Wellington
Convention, under the pretext of protecting the continent, authorised the exploration of its
mining resources. It opened the door to large companies which wanted nothing more.
10 :29 :53 :00 SUBTITLE
Only one continent on earth remains uexploited by main.
Please help us to keep it that way.
10 :30 :13 :00 Kelly Rigg
If we couldn't set aside this one place in the world from exploitation, how on earth could we
save the rest of the planet? So we decided to go to the continent and set up our own base camp
there.
10 :30 :34 :00 Janet Dalziell
It put us in the place where we could really know what we were talking about.
There wasn't any way that we could be patronised by government. You could turn up and
personally say, "What you're saying is not true, last week I saw it differently".
10 :30 :54 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
The construction of a base not only demonstrated the organisation's logistical capacity, and
its financial strength. Above all it meant that it had to be invited to international
discussions. The Antarctica campaign underlined the change in Greenpeace's strategy,
even its culture. The organisation started working behind the scenes in lobbying, very
different from the usual direct action.
10 :31 :24 :00 Kelly Rigg
We also had a very extensive campaign running very quietly behind the scenes at a very high
level, pulling strings, people who knew people. One of those people was Jacques Cousteau
who became very engaged, very interested in this issue and, at one point, launched a petition
in France and it received something like a million signatures.
10 :31 :45 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
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Ironically, it was the political situation in France that helped Greenpeace. Michel Rocard
had just been appointed as Prime Minister. One of his tasks was to repair the damage
caused by the sinking of the Rainbow Warrior.
10 :31 :59 :00 Brice Lalonde
Michel Rocard phoned me and said, "Brice, we have to remove this stain on our national
honour. We should never have done a thing like that. Come and help me set up a very strong
environmental policy." And we particularly focused on the Pacific. What could we do for the
environment of the South Pacific?
10 :32 :19 :00 Kelly Rigg
Well, I'll never forget, in 1989, I got a call from the person who we worked with in the
Cousteau Foundation. He called me up and said, "Kelly, France is going to abandon the
minerals treaty and is gonna go for environmental protection instead", and I said, "Uh huh,
yeah OK, it sounds like a good thing." And he said, "Kelly, we've just won the campaign!"
10 :32 :45 :00 Kelly Rigg
Having one country decide to abandon it was a huge thing and then when we got Australia to
do the same thing very shortly after that it was now just a matter of time, that the first two
dominoes had fallen and that there would be a chain reaction and the rest would start to fall
after that, which is exactly what happened.
10 :33 :05 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
Antarctica was saved. Under the Madrid Treaty in 1991, the continent became a natural
reserve. All mining activity was banned for a period of 50 years…
Greenpeace, which had invested huge sums in this adventure, could savour its victory. But
this success had a downside: since it was obtained through working behind the scenes it
was pretty much invisible. The organisation gained little benefit.
10 :33 :39 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
And at the same time, the ecological crisis was growing.
The hole in the ozone layer, the nuclear disaster in Chernobyl, the chemical one in Bhopal,
the greenhouse effect, the destruction of the Amazon rainforest…
For the first time, the environment became a major concern. What legacy would be left for
the children of the planet?
10 :34 :13 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
20 years after Stockholm, a second Earth Summit was organised in Rio. This time, because
of the crisis, the heads of state and government came. It was the largest gathering of world
leaders in history.
10 :34 :27 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
For the first time, a declaration put development together with environmental protection. A
Climate Change Convention confirmed the need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions…
Outside the official summit, 17,000 people attended different forums organised by
representatives of 1,500 NGOs.
The environment was becoming a political and social issue. Greenpeace could celebrate
that, but the organisation was swamped in the crowd. Its message was becoming diluted
and commonplace.
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There was an identity crisis and a financial one. Having been close to 5 million in 1990,
membership was falling.
Greenpeace needed to get back to its old image and its traditional methods. In 1995 it had
just that opportunity.
10 :35 :25 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
Since the 1970s and the rise in oil prices, the North Sea had become a vast field of oil
platforms that had sprouted like weeds. But the platforms were getting old. How could they
be disposed of? Shell was the first company to face the problem and they had a very simple
answer: they would send them to the bottom of the sea.

10 :35 :44 :00 Rémi Parmentier
The oil companies intended to dump into the environment facilities that were a size
comparable to the Eiffel Tower.
10 :35 :54 :00 2/01/1904 11:48:00 Narrator (FEMALE)
Waste going into the sea, the prospect of direct confrontation… It was too good an
opportunity: Greenpeace once more launched the zodiacs.
A fierce battle began to occupy the Brent Spar platform…
10 :36 :09 :00 Eric Heijselaar
So from the helicopter, we could look down, and we saw all these little inflatables crisscrossing round the water with the water cannons pointing at them.
10 :36 :19 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
Once again, tragedy was only just avoided.
10 :36 :29 :00 Eric Heijselaar
And I think both me and Al realised at that moment that there were crew on board the ships
that wouldn't have a problem killing us.
10 :36 :39 :00 2/01/1904 12:31:00 Narrator (FEMALE)
Water cannons aimed at a helicopter were the step too far that transformed the campaign.
Greenpeace Germany started a boycott of Shell petrol stations. The company lost 5 million
euros per day.
10 :36 :56 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
Finally, after a trial of strength lasting six weeks, Shell gave in. The platform would be
towed to Norway.
Greenpeace had won, but this victory was marred by one error. The amount of oil left on
the platform was less than the figures Greenpeace had given to the press.
10 :37 :10 :00 Brian Fitzgerald
There was a mistake in the sampling. The sampling was not adequately supervised. We
honestly went out and said, "We have made an error. We have made a sampling error." But
the fact remains that chemicals are not...had there been absolutely no chemicals on the Brent
Spar, we would have opposed it being dumped.
10 :37 :34 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
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It didn't matter that Greenpeace was right about the principle. Its credibility was seriously
harmed.
But events quickly gave it an opportunity to bounce back.
Newsreader
France is going to restart nuclear testing.
10 :37 :46 :00 Jacques Chirac
After wide consultation, I've taken this decision because I consider it necessary to the superior
interests of our nation...

10 :37 :56 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
Jacques Chirac's announcement of more French nuclear tests in the Pacific opened a new
chapter in the war that had opposed Greenpeace and France for nearly 25 years.
10 :38 :10 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
Greenpeace reacted quickly, deploying exceptional forces of two ships and a helicopter.
They headed for Mururoa.
10 :38 :25 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
The first aim, to gain media coverage of the event, was quickly achieved. France was back
in the dock… But this strong media presence changed the very nature of the campaign.
10 :38 :40 :00 Jane
It was very much a media image war.
10 :38 :43 :00 Manuel Pinto
I'd never seen that and I've never seen it since. I'd never seen so many journalists from all
over the world.
10 :38 :49 :00 Jane
The whole world was watching this confrontation between Greenpeace and the might of
France.
10 :38 : 56 :00 French Marine
Rainbow Warrior, this is the Marine. Your boat is inside the French territorial waters of
Gerroa. I request you stop immediately.
10 :39 :11 : 00 Narrator (FEMALE)
The nuclear tests slipped into the background. What the media were interested in was this
naval battle between Greenpeace and its best opponent.
But the battle was short-lived.
10 :39 :25 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
Greenpeace went for broke, crossed the perimeter of the forbidden zone, and the naval
commandos attacked.
They're about to get on board.
10 :39 :26 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
Greenpeace went for broke, crossed the perimeter of the forbidden zone, and the naval
commandos attacked.
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10 :39 :36 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
In two hours, Greenpeace lost its two ships, and also the battle for pictures. It was the
French navy's video footage that showed the assault to the whole world. Greenpeace's
footage couldn't be sent out. These are the last pictures that were shot…
This is the Rainbow Warrior, Rainbow Warrior. The French commanders have cut the
main terminal, the main and master terminal of communications

10 :40 :04 :00 Jane
The seizure of the two ships was a big blow to our plans because both ships were capable of
transmitting video footage out to the world.
10 :40 :22 :00 Jane
So in the sense that it didn't follow our plans, it was a failure.
10 :40 :29:00 Rémi Parmentier
Certainly Greenpeace made mistakes, either through excessive arrogance sometimes or
through naivety. So, yes, we've seen a lot of backlashes.
10 :40 :43 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
As soon as the naval battle was over, the media quickly left and France continued its
underground blasting…
Even though Jacques Chirac ratified the nuclear test ban treaty the following year, the
doubtful effectiveness of the operation and the confiscation of equipment for several
months led Greenpeace to reconsider its method of action in a rapidly-changing world.
10 :41 :12 :00 Rex Weyler
You have to find new ways to tell your story because once you've told your story in one way,
it's not news anymore. So going out in zodiacs and blockading boats, it's been done. People
have seen it so you have to continually reinvent yourself if you want to change society.
10 :41 :35 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
The World Trade Organisation's summit in Seattle should have marked the advent of trade
globalisation. Instead it revealed strong resistance to liberal globalisation. The alterglobalist movements occupied the streets, captured people's attention and focused anger.
10 :42 :06 :00 Bruno Rebelle
Greenpeace was present in Seattle but in a very limited way and working on specific technical
topics, which were Greenpeace's field: the place of the environment in international trade. But
it didn't establish itself in that movement at that time.
Where's our constitutional rights? Give me my constitutional rights! And you'll have them
too! You're not…Nobody does. Go home! Go home!
10 :42 :34 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
Unexpected violence broke out in Seattle and the usual benchmarks were shattered.
Ecology had to be integrated into the movements in international trade, in the same way as
other non-market values, such as human rights or fundamental rights of workers. Ecology
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could no longer be defined as the protection of resources, it also had to include the sharing
of resources, taking into account the need of southern countries for development.

10 :43 :03 :00 Bruno Rebelle
The north-south dimension of these problems wasn't part of the Greenpeace approach. But
Greenpeace needed to position itself in relation to that movement.

10 :43 :19 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
Greenpeace opened new offices: in continental China, India, Africa and South America…
and changed its line of attack. For example, in the Gulf of Guinea…
This wasn't a protest to protect a threatened species. It was highlighting new fishing
practices that were endangering the economic balance in the region, rather than the
ecological balance.
10 :43 :51 :00 2/01/1904 19:42:00 Bruno Rebelle
To limit the pressure on fishing around Europe, we sent our boats to fish off the coast of
Africa with cooperation agreements with Morocco and Senegal, etc, and the direct effect was
that pressure on fishing increased locally, meaning that small traditional fisheries were unable
to be fished any more.
So a number of traditional fishermen had to give up their job. As they had boats, but they
couldn't fish any more, they became traffickers for migrants going to the Canaries. So it all
comes full circle.
10 :44 :42 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
Here they mass-produce jeans. It could be electronic circuits or toys. There's pollution in
China, since it became the world's low-cost manufacturer, there's deforestation in South
America or in Africa, since they became suppliers of raw materials. In addition to
condemning the scandal, Greenpeace transformed itself: it integrated the understanding of
economic systems into its search for solutions.
Symbolic of this evolution was the choice of the new executive director.
10 :44 :56 :00 Kumi Naidoo
Hello, my name is Kumi Naidoo. I'm from South Africa…
Part of the problem the world faces at the moment is that we do not respond to global
challenges in the interconnected way. You can't talk about environmental justice if you don't
talk about economic justice because environmental justice is impacted by the kind of
economic practice that there is in the economy.
10 :45 :21 :00 Male Narrator (Advertising)
For example, in South America, rainforests and other natural landscapes are destroyed every
day to make room for genetically engineered monocultures and pasture. At the same time, the
genetic-engineering lobby claims genetically engineered crops can help to reduce world
hunger. Genetic engineering is not the answer.
10 :45 :44 :00 Bruno Rebelle
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The genetic engineering campaign allowed us to start to position ourselves in a slightly
broader arena where we said, "It's the agricultural model that must be looked at. Genetic
engineering isn't just a French question, it's a question of food sovereignty in a number of
countries in the world."
10 :45 :59 :00 Ministry of Rice - Male Narrator (Advertising)…
Ministry of Rice. Take this ingenious invention that Gene is carefully preparing. "Looks like
normal rice", you're thinking. But, in fact, it's genetically modified rice. Or, by its official
name, LL62. Don't let the rice boil over now, Gene. Who's the clever company behind this
rice?...
10 :46 :14 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
The new, mostly invisible threats laid down a real challenge to Greenpeace, which needed
to reach a more fickle audience that was used to the internet.
10 :46 :22 :00 …Ministry of Rice - Male Narrator (Advertising)
…Bayer! Who makes the weedkiller? Bayer! Let's keep this in the family. It's so innovative
and new, you'll be the first in the EU to test it!
10 :46 :35 :00 Brian Fitzgerald
How do we take those same things that we did in the era of television and recreate them in a
way that works in social media, looking at these things and going, "Alright, how do we make
a mind bomb out of this?"
10 :46 :48 :00 YOUTUBE Images
You'll have heard about climate change.
10 :46 :53 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
The new means of communication were a formidable tool in refining the strategy: to
increase pressure on the industrial sector by choosing a high-profile company…
10 :47 :06 :00 Pascal Husting
Greenpeace is an organisation with limited resources. But the organisations we attack have
unlimited resources.
10 :47 :18 :00 Pascal Husting
Obviously we can't attack every company at the same time. So one of our strategies is the
carrot and stick approach, where we first ask companies what their position is, and, depending
on the answers we receive, we identify one, or sometimes two, against which we deploy our
means of attack.
10 :47 :49 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
The impact of this campaign against Nestlé's use of palm oil, which encourages
deforestation, was astonishing. It was viewed 1.5 million times in two months on the
internet and forced Nestlé to stop using palm oil.
10 :48 :17 :00 Bruno Rebelle
You then call the next one on the list in that industry and he'll pick up the phone straight away
and say, "Let's meet up."
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He's not going to want to go through the same confrontational phase unless he's completely
stupid, and generally they're not completely stupid…
It doesn't always work quite that well, but that's what an organisation like Greenpeace is
seeking to do with these games of dominoes. You want to make the first one fall, so that the
rest follow.
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10 :48 :45 :00 Facebook Advertising (Children voice)
Facebook lives in a big box full of computers. Facebook, in the box, eats a lot of special food
called electricity. But silly Mark Zuckerberg chose dirty, old coal…
10 :49 :00 :00 Narrator (FEMALE)
The same strategy was used against Facebook, along with great advertising, on the very
ground that Greenpeace wanted to occupy, that of the social networks.
10 :49 :12 :00 Kumi Naidoo
We have to actually think about new, creative ways to intensify our pressure, to ensure that
they become more responsive, respond with the urgency that's needed. The other challenge
that we have is that the global media environment within which we operate has become one
which actually promotes a particular kind of culture, a culture of over-consumption, a culture
of violence, and when we have all of those things stacked against us, as activists we are called
upon to be much more creative, much more innovative, to rise above that dominant message.
10 :49 :50 :00 Brian Fitzgerald
There's two things that make it more difficult today. People's media attention has been
fragmented by the number of sources for media that they can get, and the complexity of, in
particular, the issue of climate change where it's such a slow force.
10 :50 :08 :00 Kumi Naidoo
The challenge we have with climate change is because it's happening over time, it is much
harder to show a camera and people to understand it immediately.
10 :50 :29 :00 Brian Fitzgerald
Climate change is the biggest environmental threat we, as a civilisation, we as a people, we as
a planet, have ever faced. And if we don't address it, that's it. Game over.
10 :50 :51 :00 Bruno Rebelle
Who are these people? Who are these people that appear to be on another layer of
interpellation? And it's exactly that. Greenpeace is the independent organisation which is on a
layer of governance that doesn't really exist.
10 :51 :04 :00 Brian Fitzgerald
This is a funny phenomenon about Greenpeace is that when you look back, it seems an
obvious thing to do. When you start out, it looks impossible and everybody says you're crazy,
you're nuts, you can't do that, And then when you look back, it looks inevitable.
10 :51 :19 :00 Bill Darnell
I was 23 when that happened. If you're people of that age now, you know, just do it. Just go
and, you know, take the risks, be scared about doing it, find some people to work with, don't
be afraid about making mistakes.
Connect with what's really important and who you are, and go change. Go change the world.
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